
A day in the life of…

Sarah Madden, Practice Nurse

#WiganNHSnurse #TeamNHSGP

Tuesday 5th October 2021

We are here at Pemberton Surgery today shadowing Sarah Madden who is a 

practice nurse. You can follow along using #WiganNHSnurse #TeamNHSGP.

We are here with Sarah today giving you an idea of what a typical day is like for a 

practice nurse.

Sarah's 1st patient of the day has already been in. Happy to chat to me. This is 

her first visit to the practice having recently moved to the area. Attended for a 

smear test. "Sarah was lovely...this practice is huge, more like a hospital than 

GPs”.

Sarah has 8 more people booked in to see her this morning. On the cards, 

contraception, smear tests, 24 hour blood pressure monitoring and Learning 

Disability reviews.

Another patient has just come out from seeing Sarah (we aren't in any 

consultations). Has been with the practice a long time and happy with the service 

here. "Sarah is great... has just explained what is happening and what to expect 

next”.

Sarah explained that appts with her are now booked 30 minutes slots. This is to 

make sure she can clean thoroughly in between patients. We are still in a 

pandemic and safety is a top priority!

Pemberton surgery is 1 of our 57 practices in Wigan Borough. They have over 

10k thousand registered patients here.

If you get your invite for cervical screening (smear test) we encourage you to 

respond and get that appointment booked. Practice Nurses across our practices 

are offering appointments for this. Things are in place to keep you safe.

8:30

8:40

8:51

9:10

9:14

9:25

9:35

9:40

A perfect opportunity for us to share a video we made with another local 

practice in Wigan (nearby) which shows what you can expect when you go to 

your GP practice for a smear test and the measures they have in place.
9:45
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Sarah made sure she was in early this morning in plenty of time to get her room 

ready and cleaned for the first patient. She would also usually catch up on admin, 

she has 33 blood tests to review at some point today.

The practice is also running a Warfarin clinic here today. Instead of having to go 

to Thomas Linacre Centre their patients can come here to get INR checked. This 

is being run by Sarah's colleagues, Health Care Assistant and Clinical 

Pharmacist.

Pemberton Surgery use Ask My GP to triage queries into the practice. Sarah's 

appointments this morning are all face-to-face, she is pretty much back to 

working as she was before the pandemic - just more time in between patients!

Another patient just come out from seeing Sarah for an Asthma review this 

morning. Been with the practice a long time and they always sort her out! Her 

first visit back to the practice since the pandemic.

Sarah is undertaking Learning Disability reviews in her clinic this morning. This is 

an annual check to help people stay well and identify any issues that need 

sorting https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/learning-disabilities/annual-health-checks/.

Sarah is just about half way through her morning clinic now, another 5 patients 

to see.

Sarah has just squeezed in an extra patient who needed a flu vaccine. There 

had been a mix up with their appointment at a local chemist so they sorted the 

patient out whilst they had the chance.

Whilst Sarah is in with another patient, a quick chance to catch up with 

Suzanne the Practice Manager here. The team here work very hard to support 

patients and she wants to reassure people that they are open and seeing 

people.

9:55

10:05

10:15

10:21

10:25

10:31

10:35

10:45

A reminder about flu vaccines this year. If you are eligible, you will be contacted 

when the NHS is able to offer an appointment. You can help us out by not 

phoning your GP practice and waiting to be contacted. More info here: 

https://healthierwigan.nhs.uk/services/flu-vaccine-information-2021/

10:50

Another consultation done. Patient happy to talk and share feedback. Has got 

to know Sarah well, she puts her at ease and is lovely. Happy with the service 

here, they will see you if you need them.
10:52
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Sarah is 1 of 3 practice nurses here + team of admin staff, GPs, Advanced Nurse 

Practitioners, Clinical Pharmacist and Healthcare Assistant working together to 

look after >10k patients.

A patient hasn't arrived for an appointment with Sarah. They've tried to call and 

sent a text so they can be rescheduled. We know unexpected things can 

happen in life - if possible cancel so the appointment can go to someone else.

Practice Nurses like Sarah are an important part of the practice team. The role 

is varied and they can be involved in most aspects of patient care - as clinic this 

morning shows!

Chance for a chat with Sarah. She is reflecting on one of the lovely things about 

working in primary care is that she gets to know patients well and can make a 

real difference to their health and wellbeing over a long period time.

There are just 3 more patients Sarah is expecting in her clinic this morning. 

Learning disability review, contraception and a follow up with a patient who has 

recently been prescribed diabetic medication.

We have a practice nurse forum in Wigan Borough that Sarah is involved with. 

Every 2nd Wednesday of the month practice nurses from across GP practices 

in the Borough meet (virtually now, which is much better for most).
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11:10
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11:40

11:50

12:00

The practice nurse forum is a chance for colleagues to network, learn, catch up 

and support each other. Whilst she had a free minute Sarah sent out the invite 

for the next session. Weight Management and safe sleeping on the agenda!

12:10

More lovely feedback from a patient. Attends for an annual review, loves seeing 

Sarah and really looks forward to it. If he needs any help in between reviews he 

prefers to see Sarah if he can. Happy with the practice.
12:15

Another patient happy to chat. Has been with the practice all her life. Has had 

to come in for appointments a couple times during the pandemic, always 

responded quickly on Ask My GP and invited in when needed. Lovely feedback 

for Sarah again.

12:20

Sarah's morning clinic is done now and she is going to have a lunch break.12:28
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If you are just joining us and wondering what all our posts are about. We are 

spending the day shadowing Sarah Madden who is a Practice Nurse at 

Pemberton Surgery. Giving some insight into what Sarah's role involves and a 

typical day!

12:30



Sarah has protected time for a lunch break. Things can crop up, but she does try 

and take a proper break and when the weather is nice (not today!) tries to get 

outside and catch up with colleagues.

Sarah has explained that as a team they are trying to put more focus on their 

own wellbeing. The pandemic and delivery of the vaccine programme has been 

relentless. The practice is really busy but they need to stay healthy to be able to 

help people.

Another aspect of Sarah's role. She is a clinical lead for our vaccination centre at 

Robin Park. This is a really challenging and rewarding part of her role.

12:40

12:50

13:17

As she's a clinical lead, within the practice Sarah is the go to person if there are 

any questions around the vaccine or any queries from patients.
13:30

13:35

I can't miss a chance to remind anyone aged 16 or above, you are eligible for a 

COVID vaccine and we'd encourage you to attend a walk in clinic or pre book 

(01942 807780) asap https://healthierwigan.nhs.uk/covid-19-vaccination/walk-in-

vaccine-clinics/.

After lunch, Sarah has already made a couple of calls to patients. One who 

needed support via interpreter. Another lady has just arrived for a face to face 

appointment.

13:45

Sarah's reflections on the COVID vaccine programme - "I've loved every minute of 

it since we started... the togetherness & camaraderie between everyone. I've never 

experienced anything like it - let's get this done and get on with it“.

13:55

Sarah is now involved with setting up a team amongst the local practices in 

Wigan that will be responsible for visiting care homes to give vaccine boosters. 14:00
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This afternoon Sarah is seeing a mixture of people face to face or conducting 

telephone appointments. Those over the telephone tend to be to discuss results 

and next steps.

14:05

As patients have started to have annual reviews again, there are a lot more 

blood test results coming through. It's Sarah's job to check the results and 

decide next steps, e.g. if the patient needs an appointment or medication 

review or if they are okay.

Sarah has been with the practice now 10 years. When she first qualified she 

worked in acute nursing but was always attracted to primary care. "It's a specialty 

on it's own. You need good knowledge. I like the challenge and no day is the 

same“.

14:10

14:15
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One of Sarah's other admin tasks. She is a nurse prescriber, so she will get 

prescriptions sent through to authorise, e.g. inhalers, contraception. Nurse 

prescribing is an extension of the role and removes the need for the doctor to 

prescribe!

14:25

One of Sarah's face-to-face appointments this afternoon is for an NHS health 

check. These can usually be done by the Health Care Assistant but Sarah will 

undertake if requested/needed. More info: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/nhs-

health-check/ 

14:30

Another task on the list this afternoon is to review an asthma patient. They've 

been struggling to manage so Sarah will review to see if any changes are needed 

to support them.

14:35

It's clear a big part of Sarah's role is to liaise with other services, for example 

district nurses to arrange tests before a home visit or secondary care when advice 

or referrals are needed. This all takes up time but is really important.
14:40

If Sarah could give one message to patients - "please give us a bit of time. Some 

things are still taking slightly longer but we are here seeing patients and doing our 

best“.

14:45

One of Sarah's other hats is as Lead Nurse for the Wigan Primary Care Networks 

(group of local practices). Part of this is making sure colleagues are okay, up to 

date with training, delivering the same standard and really being a voice for local 

nurses.

14:50

1 thing the Wigan Primary Care Networks have put in place is around cervical 

screening. Patients from Sarah's practice can attend any other practice (in this 

local area) for a smear test, and vice versa, if it's quicker or more convenient for 

them. 

14:55
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A big thank you to Sarah and the team at Pemberton Surgery for welcoming us 

today. What a fantastic job you do. We hope you, our followers, have found it 

informative.

Sarah finishes at 3pm today. Her final thoughts - "I am just 1 of a group of 

practice nurses in Wigan. We are all working as hard as we can to support 

patients. I hope you have found it interesting to see what my role involves“.
14:56

15:00
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